After completing the three year B.A./B.Com (Honours & Program) Courses, the students
should be able to achieve the following outcomes:

BENGALI
PSO:



To develop a strong base in linguistics, history of Bengali literature
To enable the students to transmit and apply the acquired concepts and theories

CO:



To develop ideas on Bengali literature and linguistics
To enhance conception of Bengali fiction, short stories, novels and essays.

COMMERCE
PSO:



To develop foundation in business transactions, economic principles, business
strategies and book keeping
To enable the students to transmit and apply acquired concepts and theories in
accountancy, cost, auditing and business management

CO:



To develop ideas of managing corporate farm
To learn and grow expertise on Audit, Cost and Maintenance of Books of Accounts

ENGLISH
PSO:



Students are taught English communication which is required for jobs.
To attend profound knowledge of Indian Classical Literature, European Classical
Literature

CO:



To learn appreciation of English literature and History
To attain knowledge of history of English Language, Phonology

GEOGRAPHY

PSO:



To attain the knowledge of Geo-tectonic, Geo-morphology, Bio-Geography, Soil
Geography, Instrumentation techniques and their applications
To make out the theories and applications of Hydrology and Oceanography

CO:



To make the analysis of Geographical problems
To meet the comprehension of the Geographical knowledge of India and the World

HISTORY
PSO:



To understand the meaning of ‘history’- a meaning that covers the people of the land
as much as the rulers
To make the students interested in conducting research and writing academic papers
in future.

CO:



To understand the social, economic and cultural patterns of Ancient India
To attain knowledge about human rights – origin, historic development

PHILOSOPHY
PSO:



To know about very essence of Philosophy
To learn the knowledge regarding value and utility of Philosophy in various fields

CO:



To discuss the meaning, nature and scope of Philosophy
To discuss the inter-disciplinarity of Philosophy with other subjects

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
PSO:



To develop motor skills, acquire necessary knowledge and cultivate positive values
and attitudes for the development of active and healthy lifestyle
To acquire good health, physical fitness through regular physical exercises

CO:



To educate students through physical activities
To make the students able to acquire competence and confidence to face different
challenges

POLITICAL SCIENCE
PSO:



To attain knowledge about Indian Governance, Polity and Constitution
To make learners aware about the International Relations

CO:



To analyze political problems, arguments and theories
To apply methods appropriate for accumulating and interpreting data applicable to
discipline of Political Science

SANSKRIT
PSO:



To attain advanced knowledge of ancient Indian Philosophy, Literature and History
To make students able to understand grammar of language

CO:



To increase conception of Sanskrit fiction and non-fiction
To practice textual analysis of Sanskrit and Vedic Sanskrit Texts

SOCIOLOGY
PSO:



To develop a critical understanding of social processes and structures
To reflect on the complexity of human organization, social life, inequalities and social
justice

CO:



To understand Sociological Research Methodology towards conceptualizing social
issues
To develop conceptual knowledge about the Sociological thought, process, structure
and theory

